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Foreword by Management

We combine business success
with environmental protection,
safety and social responsibility.

More than ever before, we have incorporated this approach into our corporate planning
procedures and our business processes. We
see this as our responsibility to our fellow
citizens and the environment.

When companies began manufacturing

We are proud of our long tradition as a

drawing materials and art paints in the 19th

chemical company in southern Germany – in

century, they had to consider a host of is-

the heart of Europe – and of our long-term

sues: energy requirements, waste water

commitment to corporate social responsi-

treatment, waste disposal, and the preven-

bility. Which is why, we would like to give

tion and removal of dust – issues that are

you an insight into our production facilities

still relevant today. Even back then, manu-

in Tamm and Bietigheim-Bissingen. Our

facturers were subject to regulatory require-

customers, employees and neighbours sup-

ments and regular monitoring – but they

port and value our philosophy: to deliver

were not as significant as environmental

eco-friendly, high-quality products made in

protection and workplace safety are today.

Germany.

Over the last two decades, we as a manu-

Following the publication of our first envi-

facturer of printing inks have increased our

ronmental report in 2010, we are pleased to

awareness of the need to conserve resourc-

present the second edition, informing you

es and reduce harmful emissions.

about Marabu’s environmental footprint.

Rolf Simon 		

Dr. Roland Stählin 			

York Boeder (CEO)
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1.

1. About our Company

 Contents

About our Company

Marabu Germany has an impressive track record as the driver of
innovative, made-to-measure
products within a growing international group.

More than 150 years of Marabu: that means

Our innovative products and made-to-meas-

Our self-imposed standards and certifica-

more than 150 years of commitment to pro-

ure solutions for screen, pad and digital

tions to ISO 14001, 9001 and OHSAS 18001*

duction in Germany. The management and

printing come from our main production

set the benchmarks for our best-practice

owners will continue to support the develop-

plant at Tamm. Since 2004, our water-based

based approach. Highest-quality products,

ment and manufacture of products in Ger-

inks and paints for arts and crafts have been

first-class technical support, hands-on cus-

many.

manufactured at and distributed from our

tomer training, collaboration in a true spirit

new plant in Bietigheim-Bissingen.

of partnership, and exceptional environmental awareness are the cornerstones of our

The Stuttgart region, famous for innova-

success.

tion, was and remains the base for our in-

Our latest

ternational business. Today, more than 500

factories, in

employees in 15 countries around the world

Charleston, USA

As a manufacturing company, we aim to

help us achieve annual sales of around 80

(since 2007),

achieve the right balance between maximum

million euros.

and in Paraguay

profitability and minimum environmental

(since 2012),

impact. For us, that is the meaning of sus-

make us truly

tainability.

“Throughout its long lifetime, Marabu has

Paraguay Plant

always successfully adapted to changing

international. Together, these four facili-

market conditions and other key factors by

ties supply the global market with Marabu

developing the right solutions” - Rolf Simon

printing inks, arts and craft paints and liquid coatings – a portfolio comprising over
17,000 formulations.

From left to right:
Plant for Creative Colors, Bietigheim-Bissingen (Germany)
Plant for Printing Inks, Tamm (Germany)
Plant for Liquid Coatings, Charleston (USA)

* OHSAS = Occupational Health and Safety Assessment Series, Occupational Safety Managementsystem in worldwide 80 countries.

1.1.

1.1. Our Environmental Policy – Nine Guiding Principles

 Contents

Our Environmental Policy – Nine Guiding Principles

For the sake of future
generations, it’s essential to
always count the cost.

1. We accept our responsibility for safety

natural resources such as energy and

contribute to chemical industry

company in the chemical industry.

raw materials is a given for Marabu. We

associations on quality, health and safety

All our employees comply with relevant

prioritise the use of renewables.

and environmental protection issues.

national and international legislation and

For Marabu, this is a key element of

5. Corporate social responsibility, including
environmental protection, is an integral

In our day-to-day operations, we often

2. We voluntarily abstain from using highly

achieve short-term goals. Yet our long-term

toxic or hazardous substances. Wherever

objective is clear: to protect and conserve

possible, we use less harmful substitutes.

our natural environment and its essential
resources – air, water and soil. In the

8. We participate in and pro-actively

and environmental protection, as a

principles of environmental law.
have to make compromises in order to

4. Responsible, moderate consumption of

3. We develop cutting-edge products geared

interests of future generations, we cannot

to reducing emissions in production and

afford a “profit at any price” attitude.

processing.

our comprehensive commitment to our
employees and the environment.

part of our business philosophy and
practices.

9. We expect suppliers to meet the same

		

high standards that we impose on

6. We strive to continuously improve

ourselves.

our environmental management and
environmental performance.

7. We invest in state-of-the-art plants and
equipment even in uncertain market
conditions on an ongoing basis.
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1.2.

1.2. Organisational Structure  Contents

Organisational Structure – Integration
of Environmental Protection
Environmental protection and
hazardous materials management
have been an established part of
the business for over 20 years.

This ensures maximum reliability and compliance across the entire value chain and
continuous improvement.
We have appointed designated officers for
all tasks required by statute, including workplace safety, hazardous materials and data

Marabu’s management system, which com-

protection. These complement the hierarchy

bines quality, environmental protection and

of responsibility and integrated management

occupational health and safety, is manda-

system. In addition, since 1990, we have

tory for all employees and is accessible at

nominated a designated officer for environ-

all times on the Intranet in the form of the

mental protection and hazardous materials.

Marabu Management Handbook.

In terms of our organisational structure, en-

From this year, all employees at certified

vironmental protection is part of the central

facilities have access to the MMH.

Quality Environment Safety department.

The Marabu-Team for Quality, Environment and Safety.
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1.3.

1.3. Our Commitment Knows no Bounds

 Contents

Our Commitment Knows no Bounds

Our main production facilities in Tamm

group. Our subsidiaries in Sweden, North

and Bietigheim-Bissingen have been

and South America and China have now

certified to ISO 9001 since 1995,

been certified to the same ISO standards

and to ISO 14001 since 2003, rep-

as the main production facilities in Germany.

resenting our simultaneous commitment to quality and corporate

Implementing a global environmental man-

environmental protection. In 2012, we were

agement system ensures that we comply

also certified to OSHAS 18001, enabling us

with locally applicable legal requirements, and

to integrate occupational health and safety

encourages us to actively examine the envi-

issues into the Marabu management sys-

ronmental footprint of each company location,

tem.

striving for continuous improvement. We share our
knowledge and experience with our partners, there-

In 2010, we restructured the entire Marabu

by encouraging them to take responsibility for

group. As a result, our subsidiaries have become

operating in a sustainable way.

more and more tightly integrated with company headquarters. To ensure that we apply the same high quali-

As diverse as the global Marabu group

ty standards worldwide, we have documented all of our

may be, we all belong to a compa-

core processes in a binding QES Requirements Guide. This

ny with a proud history and a clear

guide is available online in the Marabu Management Hand-

focus on top-quality products, man-

book in the national languages of all our subsidiaries.

ufactured under fair conditions.

We have followed this up by extending our commitment to

Marabu subsidiaries oder

quality and environmental protection to the entire Marabu

distribution partners
Certified subsidiaries
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1.4. Timeline
 Contents

Timeline – Environmental Awareness
From Then to Now

2010 2011 2012 2013
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2.

2.1.

From Raw Material to Product
(and Beyond)

Research + Development + Purchasing
= the Environmental Filter

Screen and pad printing inks come in paste

specific application and type of printing ma-

form, while digital printing inks are fluid.

chine. It is a long way from feedstock to end

Both are a mixture of several components:

product. At Marabu, we ensure each step is

colorants, binders, solvents and additives.

eco-friendly.

They are combined differently to suit each

2. From Raw Material to Product

 Contents

our product safety department. In 2004, an

Marabu ensures exceptional
quality and product safety
throughout the entire
manufacturing process.

agreement was signed between company
management and employees on the use of
and protection from hazardous materials.
Along with our strict blacklist of substances, this has the effect of an “environmental
filter”.

Production
Raw Material

Ink Manufacturing

Colourants

Binders

Additives

Solvents

Before a new product is ready to be manu-

In addition, all Marabu products comply with

Extraction

factured and marketed – in fact, even while

the EuPIA exclusion list for printing inks and

it is being developed – it undergoes a series

related products. All of these initiatives are

Storage

of rigorous quality, health and safety tests.

voluntary. We avoid using so many raw ma-

It must satisfy all legal, customer, and inter-

terials – more than the EuPIA list – because

nal requirements.

we firmly believe in accepting responsibility,

Mixing

even beyond the scope of regulatory re-

Homogenisation

To ensure top-quality products that comply

quirements. This is underscored by the key

with all applicable standards, we exercise

role that product safety plays in our company.

great care in the selection of all our raw

Filling

Ink Application

Not all inks are created equal.

materials. Material safety data sheets are
reviewed carefully and conscientiously by

Application
Drying

All ready-to-use inks are
subject to careful quality
tests – such as measuring
viscosity with a rheometer,
as shown here.
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2.2.

2.2. Production – Focus on Environmental Awareness

Production –
Focus on Environmental Awareness

 Contents

In addition, we comply with the thresholds
set out in the Technical Instructions on Air
Quality Control (TA-Luft). This is regularly
monitored by an independent external organisation.

Sorting and reducing waste
simplifies recycling, and makes
more efficient use of space during
transportation, reducing carbon
emissions.

no complaints from neighbouring properties.

The heat generated by the thermal oxidis-

Our plant is state-of-the-art and we invest in

er is not simply emitted. Instead, it drives

the latest technology on an ongoing basis.

a waste heat recovery system that serves
other industrial processes: for example, dis-

Exhaust Air

tilling detergents containing solvents, which
are used to clean containers, and drying the

People are part of the natural environment.

cleaned containers. As a result, we save sig-

That necessitates responsible production in

nificant amounts of energy.

In our 12,000 m² main production facility

accordance with the precautionary principle.

in Tamm, we manufacture inks to meet our

We place great emphasis on treating and

customers’ printing needs. Every customer is

monitoring our exhaust emissions.

unique – and fulfilling their specific require-

Waste and Recycling
Systematic forward planning, aided by a

ments continually inspires us to develop and

All emissions of pigment dust and solvents

computer-based forecasting system, enables

produce innovative products.

are captured in two separate exhaust treat-

us to calculate the exact quantities of raw

ment systems. The amount of volatile or-

materials that we will require in advance. In

Our site in Tamm covers a total of 20,355

ganic compounds (as defined in section 31

addition, our recipes and processes are sub-

m² and is located in an industrial area. How-

of the German Federal Ordinance on Waste

ject to continuous improvement, which also

ever, the factory site is also adjacent to res-

Incineration and Co-Incineration (BlmSchV))

helps to minimise waste.

idential buildings. Since the installation of a

in the exhaust air is reduced by 97.7 per

new ink production line in 1988 and exhaust

cent in a recuperative thermal oxidiser*.

treatment system in 1998, there have been

* Due to the almost complete combustion, only a
small amount of diffuse emissions remains.

Thermal exhaust air purification plant
with heat recovery on the rooftop of our
factory building.
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2.2. Production – Focus on Environmental Awareness

Our production and

Breakdown of waste for 2012

R & D departments
in Tamm and Bietigheim-Bissingen

Toner cartridges 0,1 %

use a rental system

Paper and cardboard
15,1%

for print wipes. This
protects the environ-

Wood and pallets
9,5%

ment by preventing
waste: the cloths are

Mixed plastic waste
16,3%

returned for re-use.

Scrap metal 15,5%

This enabled us to

prepare for subsequent recycling.
Taking the scrap apart by hand rather than
simply shredding it by machine enables
more of its contents to be recycled. As a

We regard systematic separation of waste,

of work, but also play an important role in

recycling, use of certified waste disposal

protecting the environment.

companies and reduction of the total amount
of waste as key responsibilities – and these
are part of our daily routine. We dispose of

cleaning-cloth waste

any waste in line with the German Waste

years by about 91 per

to their component parts, which they then

result, the workshop employees are not only

reduce the quantity of
over the last five

to manually disassemble electrical devices

better integrated into society and the world

Total hazardous
waste 43,4%

collected, washed and

Selected partners help us with
our recycling activities; our social
responsibilities and reducing
transportation mileage are
important to us, too.

 Contents

Management and Product Recycling Act.

Breakdown of hazardous waste in 2012

cent company-wide,

Marabu supports the sheltered workshops

from 9.6 t to 0.85 t in

Waste ink /varnish
10,7 t

2012. As our partner
is located in the re-

Waste from ink and
varnish removal 0,85 t

gion, emissions from
transportation are

Pigment dust 0,96 t

low.

for disabled people in Krautheim by supplying them with around 1.3 t of electrical scrap
per year. The jobs at the workshops are
designed to be very varied in nature, and
employees gain key skills through courses
about materials, disassembly techniques and
storage methods. They learn the correct way

Ink and other
sludges 29,1 t
Distillation sludge
65,25 t

Recycling used electronics
at the sheltered workshops
in Krautheim.

Quantity of hazardous waste per year since 2005 [t]
150

100

50

0

2005

2006

2007

2008

2009

2010

2011

2012
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2.2. Production – Focus on Environmental Awareness

We recycle all usual materials such as scrap
iron, paper, cardboard, and plastic film. In
addition, we have teamed up with a specialist waste disposal company to find a use
for ink and other sludges and the residual
solvents contained in them. The patented Isodry® process recovers the solvents,

All mentioned measures visualize
the Marabu environmental
philisophy to produce prime
products while mimimizing the
environmental impact.

solvents. As always, we avoid simple dispos-

standards. For example, there was a hole

al in favour of the latest recycling solutions –

in the insulation of the roller shutter in the

which not only benefits the environment, but

dispatch area.

also our bottom line. The cleaning solvents
we use are distilled, which removes any dirt.

For this reason we invested in a modern,

95 per cent of our cleaning agents can be

high-speed roller shutter that opens and

re-used.

closes rapidly, reducing heat loss in the
heating season. The shutter also has inte-

which can be recycled. Pigments and other
waste materials such as binding agents can

 Contents

Waste Water

Energy

grated insulation to prevent warm or cold air
from entering the building – an investment

be used as feedstock for methanol producIn terms of its contents, the waste water

In light of public debate about the impact

that improves the interior climate and re-

from our Tamm site is much the same as

of CO2 on climate change, in 2007 Marabu

duces the amount of energy required to heat

As a result, around 99 per cent of our waste

that from private households. Neither our

decided to switch to electricity generated

the building.

can be re-used in other processes. Only 1

development nor manufacturing processes

from renewable sources. 100 per cent of the

per cent actually requires disposal. That

yield polluted waste water. Our waste wa-

electricity supplied by our current utilities

amounts to a resource-efficiency of 99.8

ter does not need to be monitored and can

company is produced by hydropower.

per cent, based on the amount of non-recy-

be discharged into the public sewer system

clable materials we generate compared to

without prior treatment.

tion.

in a pallet warehouse. Solvents are kept in a

have in part been refurbished to improve

state-of-the-art subterranean storage facility

energy-efficiency, stand side by side with

and delivered via a closed system. This

older constructions. It is apparent at first

keeps emissions to a minimum. The storage

With an annual output of around 2,000

glance that the buildings differ not only in

facility is built according to the requirements

tonnes, for approximately 15,000 batches of

their architectural style, interiors and build-

of the German federal Flammable Liquids

inks, we need a large number of mixing con-

ing services but also in terms of their en-

Regulation (VbF), with extremely robust,

tainers and an ingenious system that cleans

ergy footprints. To better utilise the energy

double-walled tanks (meeting the German

those containers and machine components

employed for heating and cooling, we must

standard DIN 6608/2) with pressure-based

without wasting resources. Containers need-

take a closer look at any weak points in the

leak detectors.

ing cleaning are treated with special cleaning

older buildings, and bring them up to today’s

Cleaning

there are only 1.8 kilograms of waste requiring disposal.

Safe raw materials are stored ready for use
At our Tamm site, modern buildings, which

the quantity of finished products. In other
words, for every tonne of ink we produce,

Storage

Container washing:
95% of the detergents
can be reused after
the destillation.
Filling the underground tank
farm. The gases produced in
the tank are returned to the
truck via a second tube.
This prevents hazardous
fumes from escaping into
the atmosphere.
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2.2. Production – Focus on Environmental Awareness

State-of-the-art systems reduce
emissions of all kinds – from
liquids to solids, gases to noise.

Noise and Odour Emissions

ing all of our old three-roll mills with up-todate, enclosed three-roll systems. We have

 Contents

Incidents with Relevance
to Environmental Protection

A wide variety of sounds and odours are part

already managed to reduce noise emissions

of life today. Few people lived near our fac-

by 7 per cent. Once we have replaced all the

Serious accidents and environmental disas-

tory site when we bought it and started op-

mills, we expect noise pollution levels to be

ters stick in people’s memories.

erations in 1919. Since then, it has gradually

down by 15-20 per cent. This will protect

been surrounded by roads and residential

our employees, as it will bring the noise lev-

Our highest priority is to prevent environ-

areas. For this reason, industrial noise emis-

el down to far below the threshold for hear-

mental disasters and to be fully prepared

sions are limited by statute and are increas-

ing protection.

to respond to any accidents. In the period

ingly becoming an important consideration,
not least for neighbouring residents.

covered by this report, no environmentally
A further advantage of the systems being

relevant incidents occurred – proof that our

enclosed is that it almost completely pre-

strategy is working.

Under the Tamm local government land-use

vents the release of solvent vapours, sig-

plan, our site is defined as industrial. Mara-

nificantly decreasing the distinctive and

All the initiatives documented here illustrate

bu meets all noise-related requirements: 70

unpleasant odour.

Marabu’s eco-friendly philosophy in produc-

db during the day and night. (refer to the

ing first-class products with ongoing minimi-

German Technical Instructions on Noise (TA-

sation of environmental impacts.

Lärm)
Internally, we have installed airtight threeroll mills in the “grinding room”, substantially reducing noise emissions in comparison to
the previous mills. We are gradually replac-

Marabu’s headquarters have
been located in central Tamm
for more than 90 years.
Well prepared for eventualities –
immediate damage control by
means of drain covers, absorbent
socks and binding agents.
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2.3.

2.3. Products – We Keep our Promises

 Contents

Products – We Keep our Promises
We have a long tradition of developing inks
that are as safe as possible for people and

Regulatory Requirements and Voluntary
Initiatives

According to REACH*, the EU regulation on
chemicals, only substances require registration. All Marabu products are mixtures of

the environment. Taking full responsibility
for our products and continuously improving

All Marabu products comply with the EuPIA

substances, and as such do not need to be

product safety are integral parts of our busi-

exclusion list for printing inks and related

registered. However, although our products

ness philosophy.

products.

are not subject to registration, we are still
obliged to verify whether the substances

Environmental accolade – in 2012
Marabu received the Responsible
Care Award for resource efficiency in recognition of its commitment to green manufacturing.

Since 1994, we have not used heavy-metal

contained in the raw materials we use have

pigments hazardous to human health and

been (pre-)registered by the respective man-

the environment, such as lead, cadmium,

ufacturers or importers. All of the raw mate-

mercury or chrome VI; or other substances such as polychlorinated biphenyl (PCB),
chlorofluorocarbons (CFCs), pentachlorophenol (PCP) or dioxins. We have taken this a
step further with our internal agreement on
the use of and protection against hazardous
materials. Our strict exclusion list means
that we abstain from using more potentially
harmful substances than are on the EuPIA
list. (see also Timeline) We comply with all
safety requirements in the German Chemicals Act (ChemG).

Since 1998, Marabu has voluntarily participated in the global Responsible Care®
Initiative, a comprehensive programme
which commits the chemical industry to high
health, safety and environmental standards.
We proactively implement the principles of
this initiative.

rials we currently use fulfil the (pre-)registra-

In 2012, Marabu received the Responsible
Care Award for its efficient use of resources.
The panel of judges praised Marabu for its
holistic approach that sets an outstanding
example. Marabu’s product development,
procurement, production preparation, manufacturing and delivery processes were analysed in detail, to see which resources could
be used more efficiently.

Printing Inks offers a wide range of wa-

tion requirements. We have written
confirmation of this from all our suppliers.

Eco-Friendly Products

ter-based, solvent-based and UV curable inks
for a host of screen, digital and pad printing
applications.

* EG No. 1907/2006 REACH = Registration, Evaluation, Authorization and Restriction
of Chemicals
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In the future, we will continue to build on our

Conventional inks need to be tempered –

facturing efficiency thanks to high produc-

extensive experience, developing new prod-

applied at high temperatures – to meet all

tion rates and sustainable, solvent-free

ucts that embody our eco-friendly philosophy.

these requirements. In contrast, Marabu

applications.

offers innovative and attractive solutions

Screen Printing Inks

in our UVGL, UVGO and UVGCC product

Ultraglass UVGO

lines, which are dried using environmental-

UV Curable Range

ly-friendly UV curing. In addition, the levels

Our UVGO product line is equally high in

of photoinitiators and monomers are four

quality and is also safe for the environment.

Printing Inks offers a comprehensive range

times lower than the applicable thresholds.

A UV screen printing ink, it is suitable for

of inks for a variety of applications in

Testing by the independent Fresenius Insti-

glass packaging and industrial glass, and

screen-, digital- and pad printing. There are

tute has confirmed these results.

sheet glass for interior applications. Conventional tempering is not necessary. After UV

two key ink types: solvent-based and UV
curable. UV curable, solvent-free ink is more

Ultraglass UVGL

curing, the glass needs only brief tempering
– for example 20 minutes at 160°C.

environmentally friendly to manufacture
and use than solvent-based ink. No solvent

We don’t believe in resting on our laurels.

fumes or VOC emissions are produced during

That’s why we have continued developing

curing, and no ozone during LED UV curing.

and improving UVGL, our two-component UV

After curing, UV ink is inert: for example, it

ink. Our new formula has made both the

At Marabu, we are always one step ahead of

no longer dissolves in water. This prevents

standard shades and the high-opaque

the game – our UV curable UVGL and UVGO

any contamination of ground water. In short,

shades more scratch-resistant than ever –

inks already represent a revolution in glass

it is an invention that benefits people and the

even without thermal curing. UVGL is cured

printing. If that were not enough, they also

environment.

using UV light. UV curing consumes up to 65

formed the perfect basis for the development

per cent less energy compared to thermal

of a Cradle to Cradle® product line in 2008

Ultraglass UV Inks (UVGL, UVGO, UVGCC)

curing of ceramic inks.

for screen printing and roller-coating.

The demands on glass printing are enormous

Moreover, UVGL allows customers to make

– in addition to quick, simple processing, the

signicant savings when printing on glass

result needs to be brightly-coloured, highly

tableware, glass packaging and on flat glass

scratch-resistant and dishwasher-safe.

for indoor use. The main benefits are manu-

Marabu provides various ink systems for
environmentally-friendly printing on glass,
notably the UVGCC product line. It is
entirely free of solvents, heavy metals
and halogens.

Ultraglass UVGCC

The Cradle to Cradle® principle focuses
on recycling and reutilisation rather than
wastage and disposal: from cradle to
grave.
This saves resources – while raw
materials are still used, they are returned
to the biological or industrial cycle after
usage.

2.3. Products – We Keep our Promises

Our Ultraglass UVGCC has all the practical
advantages of UVGO, but is also fully biodegradable at the “end” of its lifecycle, according to Cradle to Cradle® principles.
All of the ink’s ingredients combust completely when the glass is melted, without
producing toxic emissions such as chlorine

UV inks are our response to increased environmental awareness. What’s more, completely
new raw materials and reaction
mechanisms make the production
process faster and more reliable.

The UV-LED lights can be switched on immediately. They do not need time to warm
up, and can be cycled on and off during the
printing process.
With conventional UV curing, the extremely
short-wavelength (200-400 nm) UVC light
used causes ozone (O3) formation. This

gases or gases containing heavy metals.

toxic, odourless gas is a powerful oxidising

This is because the method requires no sol-

agent which can irritate the airways when

vents (VOC-free), heavy metals or halogens

Ultrapack LEDC

such as chlorine.
This product line was developed in con-

inhaled and cause intense headaches. This
is just one reason why UV-curing systems

The printing industry has long been exploit-

require costly, high-performance extraction

ing rapidly developing LED* technology.

equipment. LED curing, on the other hand,

junction with EPEA Internationale Umwelt-

 Contents

uses longer-wavelength UVA light with a

forschung GmbH (a German company for

Marabu’s Ultrapack LEDC products were

peak intensity of 395 nm, which does not

environmental research), and has been

developed specifically with LED curing in

cause ozone to form. As a result, there is

included in the Material ConneXion® Materi-

mind. They are based on Ultrapack UVC and

no need for an extraction system, which in

als Library, a leading resource for advanced,

demonstrate the same outstanding benefits

turn significantly reduces noise levels in the

innovative and sustainable materials and

for printing on plastic packaging and flat-

printing room. These are two unbeatable

processes.

bed label printing. The huge advantage of

benefits of LEDC.

UV-only curing with LED techology is that

A Note on the Biodegradability of Inks
Whether inks are biodegradable depends
largely on the substrate. A newspaper which
has, for example, a weight of 50 g/m2 and an
area coverage of 33 per cent contains only 0.6
per cent ink**.
Of course the components of the inks also play
an important role. Anorganic materials cannot
be broken down by microorganisms; however,
organic pigments generally do not biodegrade
well. Easily biodegradable materials, such as
resins and plant oils, can also be used.
In order to be defined as biodegradable or
compostable under the European norm EN
13432:2000, all ingredients in a material must
biodegrade by least 90 per cent within twelve
weeks in a commercial composting unit.
To date, Ultraglass UVGCC has been unable to
fulfil these criteria due to the poor biodegradability of the organic pigments. But because
it does not contain heavy metals, it falls within
the scope of the Ordinance on Biowastes (BioAbfV). ***

UV diodes do not emit infrared light, and so
the substrate does not heat up. This makes
Ultrapack LEDC the ideal choice for precision
printing on temperature-sensitive items such
as make-up packaging.
Fully biodegradable inks designed
with glass recycling in mind, in line
with the Cradle to Cradle principle.
Printing that does not cause the
substrate to heat up or ozone to
form represents a win-win
scenario for both technology and
the environment.

* light-emitting diode.
** Figure from the German Paint and Printing Ink
Association, statement on the biodegradability of
ink layers, October 2007.
*** Information from the German Federal Environment Agency (Umweltbundesamt) on the Ordinance on Biowaste.
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LIBRA/ Librastar HF

These exceptional qualities make Librastar
HF especially suitable for printing toys or

In 1985, Marabu introduced the LIBRA prod-

screen- or pad-printing decorative elements

uct range. Even back then, our focus was

on electronic components or housings.

on delivering products that were user- and
environmentally friendly: although sol-

Pad Printing Inks

 Contents

scratch-resistant, yet still sufficiently flexi-

Careful research can prevent inks
from causing skin rashes and
allergies, and open up a host of
new applications.

ble and elastic to accommodate any movement. Its good resistance to detergents
underscores the high quality of Tampatex.
For Marabu, obtaining certification to OEKO-TEX® Standard 100 was only logical –
as it delivers added value to our customers,

vent-based, the range is graded as low-risk.

Tampaplus TPL

their health, and the environment. Numer-

Tampatex TPX – Ökotex 100

Taking this idea a step further, in 2009 we

ous tests have verified that Tampatex is not
harmful to health and does not cause aller-

presented the new Librastar HF product

Thanks to advancements in technology, we

line, which sets new benchmarks in terms

are now able to replace certain raw materials,

Tampatex TPX is the product line of choice

of eco-friendliness. It is halogen-free (HF)

for which there were previously no alterna-

for printing on cotton, nylon, polyester,

– that means all binders are PVC-free, while

tives.

polyamide, elastane and blended fabrics.

Tampatex has earned Marabu the “Confi-

It is not only eco-friendly, certified to OE-

dence in Textiles” label, which means we

Protecting our customers and the environ-

KO-TEX® Standard 100, but also features

protect both the people who process the

As a result, this product line meets the lat-

ment was, is, and will remain one of our

useful high-quality properties. The pad print-

ink, and the consumers who wear the end

est standards and regulatory requirements:

greatest concerns. For this reason, we have

ing ink is employed whenever the material

product. Tampatex has such a gentle for-

• RoHS compliant, pursuant to European

continued to develop Tampaplus TPL in ac-

to be printed, which can be made from natu-

mulation that it is used by leading textile

directive 2011/65/EU( RoHS 2). This direc-

cordance with the latest scientific knowledge.

ral and artificial fibres, must be highly re-

brands whose criteria are even stricter than

tive restricts the use of hazardous materi-

Tampaplus TPL is now produced without ar-

sistant to washing and ironing. This ensures

OEKO-TEX® Standard 100.

als in electric and electronic equipment.

omatic solvents or primary aromatic amines,

that the printed fabrics retain their desired

and with a low PAH* content. This protects

appearance for long periods, with less fre-

European standard imposes stringent lim-

the health of all involved, up to and including

quent cracking and peeling.

its on the content of toxic metals in toys.

end customers, without compromising on any

all pigments and additives are chlorine-free.

• Compliant with EN 71/Part 3: 1994. This

• Compliant with Chapter H3 of the Hazard-

of the ink system’s beneficial properties.

ous Products Act (Canada), Canadian leg-

gies or skin rashes.

Tampatex is vastly superior to transfer stickers in particular. The ink is smudge- and

islation that prevents the advertisement,
sale and import of hazardous goods.

* PAH = polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons,
formed, for example, during the incomplete combustion of organic materials such as coal, crude oil
and petroleum products. There are many different
kinds of PAH, some of which are carcinogenic.

T-shirt printing with a specially formulated ink that makes
the garment pleasant to wear.
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The OEKO-TEX® Standard 100 is an independent testing and certification system for raw,
dyed and finished yarns, fabrics and knits, plus
domestic and household textiles, bed linen, terry
cloth items, textile toys and more.

 Contents

Digital Printing Inks

TexaJet DX-STE

Certification is based on the stringent criteria
of the International Association for Research
and Testing in the Field of Textile Ecology (OEKO-TEX® Gemeinschaft).

Digital printing involves sending a digital file

Transfer printing creates incredible, pho-

directly to a colour printer. The advantage of

torealistic results, and the TexaJet DX-STE

this process is that you can quickly and eas-

range helps you maximise the potential of

ily print on a range of materials, including

this technique. Not only do these inks deliv-

To obtain certification to OEKO-TEX® Standard
100, all parts of a product must meet the specified criteria, which, taken together, far exceed
statutory requirements. In fact, the test criteria
applied by the Institute have frequently played a
pioneering role in shaping legal regulations.
Our product is recertified every 12 months,
which requires the latest scientific knowledge
and processes to be implemented without delay.

glass, wood, metal and plastic.

er brilliant shades and crisp edges, they are

Every three years, independent auditors assess
our quality management system and associated
processes to confirm that our ink has maintained
the same high quality with regard to safety,
health and environmental protection.
A finished textile product can only sold under the
OEKO-TEX® Standard 100 label if all the substances it contains have been certified.

also very easy to use. This makes the printIn addition, you can modify the printing re-

ing process just as fun as looking at the final

sults immediately, as no static printing plate

results.

is used. Marabu was quick to recognise the
trend toward digital printing, and has been

What’s more, the inks have excellent re-

developing suitable inks since 1995.

lease properties on polyester, and produce
outstanding results on lightweight paper.

Marajet DI-LS

Marabu does not use APEOs* in TexaJet
DX-STE inks. By replacing these hazardous

The latest plug-and-play product line, Mara-

substances, Marabu was able to fulfill the

jet DI-LS, unites user-friendliness and high

OEKO-TEX® Standard 100 requirements for

quality with improved workplace and envi-

dyestuffs.

ronmental health.
It features a non-aggressive formula and

TampaRotaSpeed TPHF
Last but not least, TampaRotaSpeed TPHF

This halogen-free ink for printing bottle-tops

low-odour solvents. In addition, no cleaning

is easy to use and safe for all concerned,

is required when changing inks during the

right through to the end customer.

printing process, reducing the use of sol-

is another important element in Marabu’s

vents. All in all, Marabu inks make printing

comprehensive offering of environmental-

more cost-effective, easier, more environ-

ly-friendly inks for pad printing.

mentally and user-friendly.

Halogen-free ink ensures
the health and safety of
all concerned.

* AAPEOs = alkylphenol ethoxylates. APEOs are
released by textiles when they are washed. By
eliminating APEOs from our product range, we are
protecting water from pollution. APEOs have been
shown to be insufficiently eco-friendly. They are not
bio-degradable, and some of their precursors are
highly toxic to aquatic organisms.

Digital printing inks
for textiles that comply with OEKO-TEX®Standard 100 are
guaranteed to be virtually free of harmful
substances.
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The use of water-based inks
minimises the risk to users and
the environment.

 Contents

Now that TexaJet DX-SHE fulfills

Maquajet DA-E is a green alternative – it

OEKO-TEX® Standard 100 requirements for

contains no hazardous materials, is highly

dyestuffs, it can be used in additional are-

recyclable, has no storage risks, and is very

as of application. TexaJet DX-SHE inks were

economical, delivering outstanding results

developed specifically for wide-format print-

with small quantities of ink.

ers from Roland, Mimaki and Mutoh as well

TexaJet DX-SHE

as printers with Epson DX4 and DX5 printheads.

By switching to water-based sublimation ink
for transfer and digital printing applications,

MaquaJet DA-E

Marabu is taking yet another step towards
sustainable manufacturing. Another environ-

Maquajet is another water-based ink sys-

mental benefit is that the ink is APEO* free,

tem. It does not release any harmful emis-

preventing water pollution.

sions during printing, eliminating the need
for venting systems. Maquajet DA-E is made

Because the same ink can be used in two

with pigments with a high light fastness. As

different applications, two separate are-

a result, it is ideal for outdoor applications.

as of the warehouse are no longer neces-

With additional lamination, Maquajet DA-E is

sary, which can simplify logistics processes.

also suitable when resistance to significant

Thanks to Marabu’s convenient bulk system,

mechanical stress is required. Maquajet

inks can easily be refilled without interrupt-

DA-E’s applications are virtually unlimited: it

ing the printing process. Texajet DX-SHE

can be used on plastic-based materials, pa-

is highly user-friendly, cost-efficient, and

per and textiles, and on substrates that are

eco-friendly.

not usually compatible with inkjet inks.

Towards a bright and colourful future
with digital printing inks in gentle,
solvent-free formulations.
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Packaging

 Contents

A further example of smart packaging is our
200-litre vats for shipping larger quantities.

Just as we do with our products, we also

These are equipped with a dispensing sys-

seek to ensure our packaging has minimum

tem to make them easier to empty – to pre-

environmental impact. The complete pack-

vent the creation of waste in the first place.

aging is chosen according to recycling

Recycling reduces waste and conserves energy and materials. Yet
foresight and waste avoidance
are even more effective.

requirements. Since 1994, Marabu has
participated in the GEBR system set up

Marabu Colour Management

by the German Printing Inks Association,
enabling us to meet our obligation to accept returned packaging.

To ensure that Marabu inks come in exactly the colours our customers want – any-

A good example is the packaging we use

where in the world – and to save as much

the most. Our 1-litre canister is 100 per

waste as possible, we offer our customers

cent recyclable, and the GEBR system

a smart colour management system.

ensures that it is indeed recycled.

This is a combination of software and
hardware.

Not only tins, but all packaging for printing inks can be returned. Our sales

Marabu ColorManager, Marabu ColorFor-

partners will add a set amount to your

mulator and Marabu ColorDispenser all

account for each item of packaging

help to minimise our products’ ecological

bought in Germany and returned.

footprint across their entire lifecycle – yet
another environmentally friendly initiative.

How the GEBR system works

We have more than 20 years of
experience in colorimetry.
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The Future at Marabu
Here is a brief overview of future initiatives
and projects – our responsibility to coming
generations:
Products and packaging are increasingly

Marabox is made from eco-friendly materials, contains about 350
grams less plastic than a regular
cartridge, and has a net weight of
only 90 grams.

 Contents

Marabox, on the other hand, offers all the

The bottom of the old one-litre tin is con-

advantages of plastic cartridges without any

cave, which sometimes makes it difficult to

of the disadvantages. It consists of an out-

scrape out the last remaining ink. The new

er packaging made from environmentally

container has a flat bottom, making it much

friendly corrugated card and recycled paper,

easier to scrape out the tin, and ensuring

and designed to be highly robust. No plastic

much less ink remains after use.

cover is necessary.

We have also designed a new lid and closure, addressing the main weaknesses of

made from petroleum. The scarcity of this
natural resource became only too apparent

After use, all parts of the Marabox can be

the old tins. The new tins are more resistant

when the economic crisis hit in 2008 and the

The most recent example of this commit-

recycled. This eliminates the need for a

to pressure and mechanical stress, afford-

price of petrol and diesel at petrol stations

ment is Marabox, designed by one of our

time-consuming reusable cartridge system.

ing better protection during transportation,

climbed steadily. For several years now,

packaging engineers. Until now, our digital

In addition, the low weight reduces trans-

particularly by air. The new tamper-evi-

tangible efforts have been made to switch

printing cartridges for large-format (LFP)

portation costs. With its standard-setting

dent closure enables customers to deter-

over to renewable raw materials and energy

printers comprised the ink, contained in alu-

cost and environmental benefits, Mara-

mine whether a tin has been opened, and

sources.

minium composite bags, which in turn were

box transforms a mediocre product into a

provides a more effective liquid-tight seal.

inside plastic packaging.

high-quality, sustainable solution, and we

Leaks can be virtually ruled out.

hope it will gain broad market acceptance.

Marabu welcomes this new, global trend.

An additional opener is provided to make it

Eco-friendliness has been integral to our

Cartridges protect the ink from mechan-

corporate philosophy since the company was

ical forces during transportation, provide

A further advance is the improvement of our

easier to open the tins. To prevent the ink

founded, and will continue to be in the fu-

the necessary stability for docking onto the

new one-litre PE tin for UV inks. We have re-

from drying out after opening, we have en-

ture.

printer, prevent leakage of ink when handled

duced the quantity of material in the tin by

sured that the tins can be resealed. In addi-

incorrectly, and ensure that all the ink they

25 per cent without reducing the thickness

tion, the new tins are stackable.

When developing new packaging and prod-

contain is consumed, without residues. How-

of the walls or changing the original shape.

ucts, we use sustainable raw materials and

ever, cartridges with a plastic housing are

While customers don’t need to modify their

aim for resource-efficiency wherever possible.

not the most cost-effective or environmen-

handling processes, the changes bring many

tally sound solution.

other benefits.

Fresh ideas and extensive
experience: at Marabu, all
generations work together to
develop new products for a
sustainable future.
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Logistics – We Deliver the Goods

Transportation Packaging

We have purchased a new stretch wrapper

Marabu guarantees reliable
shipping worldwide, and selects
the mode of transportation with
the goal of minimising carbon
emissions in mind.

 Contents

across the various modes of transport for
goods shipped from our Tamm production
facility in 2012. Almost 42 per cent of our
products were delivered by lorry, 47 per cent
by sea and less than 4 per cent by air. For
Marabu, airplanes – a high-emission means
of transport – are an exception rather than
a rule. Delivery by sea produces the lowest

machine and moved to a thinner stretch
Environmental Protection, Procurement and

wrap with improved stretch at break and

consignor by the German Federal Aviation

emissions: 80 per cent fewer CO2 emissions

Logistics have joined forces to improve our

consequently, better elastic recovery. This

Office. This means that our logistics guar-

per tonne and kilometre than by lorry – and

transportation packaging. For example, they

has enabled us to reduce wrap consumption

antees the safety of our air freight consign-

98.4 per cent less than by airplane**.

have modified the outer dimensions of the

per pallet from 1.7 kilograms to 160 grams

ments, and that goods can be delivered

pallet boxes in line with the height of our

– a saving of around 90 per cent.

without delays due to additional, costly

However, it is not possible to increase the

primary packaging. By reducing the size of

All metal containers have a plastic seal ring.

safety checks.

amount of goods transported by ship, given

our pallet boxes for hazardous substances

Since 2009, this no longer contains DEHP

by 11 cm, we have considerably decreased

and is also phthalate-free.

consumption of cardboard and filling material.

Transportation

We primarily use mono-packaging made of

the location of our customers and the longer
Our packages are labelled according to all

delivery times involved with sea travel. Lor-

applicable regulations. When loading ship-

ries dominate our European deliveries, and

ping containers and lorries, strict attention

share – with rail – deliveries to and from

is paid to ensuring our consignments are

ships.

cardboard, which is completely recyclable.

Marabu exports around 80 per cent of its

secured correctly to prevent transportation

For packing, we mainly use paper made

printing inks outside Germany. We have cus-

damage and delivery delays for our custom-

from cellulose, a renewable resource.

tomers on almost all continents. The result:

ers, as well as potential environmental dam-

every day, we comply with a vast number

age from chemical leaks.

All our containers and packaging have been

of country-specific regulations, in terms of

optimised for shipping our products to cus-

transport, packaging and labelling. Less than

We aim to find the shortest route with the

tomers. The plastic wrap that we use to

1 per cent of cases result in complaints.

best mode of transport, to avoid unnecessary emissions.

cover our containers and pallet boxes is
phthalate-free*.
Marabu has been approved as a known

This is illustrated by the distribution of loads
* Phthalates are used as plasticisers, to make
plastic more pliable. According to the German
Federal Environment Agency (Umweltbundesamt)
they may pose risks for reproductive health. The
most commonly used phthalate is di-2-ethyl-hexylphthalate, or DEHP.

Securely packed
with optimised
cardboard and
plastic film to eliminate damage on
long journeys.

** Calculated according to the German Chemicals
Industry Association’s (VCI) Guideline for Calculation of CO2 emissions from logistics in the chemical
industry. Published on 6 June 2010. Values:
Lorry: 65 gCO2/tkm
Ship: 13 gCO2/tkm
Airplane: 801 gCO2/tkm
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Management, Staff and Administration
– A Green Team

 Contents

vehicles are now classified as low-emission
according to Euro 5, and 13 per cent already
meet the requirements of Euro 6*.
Fuel consumption is another key issue in
addition to emissions. Since 2005, we have

As for employees who are entitled to a com-

reduced the consumption of all our vehicles.

pany car, we introduced a new corporate

Currently, our fleet uses around 6.17 litres

policy in 2013. Our new standard vehicle is

of fuel per 100 km – a decrease of 0.4 litres

a low-consumption and low-emission car –

per 100 km in the last 3 years. Given the

off-road vehicles, soft-tops and sports cars

fleet’s total annual mileage of about 2 milli-

are not permitted. With a consumption of

on kilometres, this corresponds to a saving

just 4.8 litres of diesel per 100 km (accor-

of about 7,400 litres of petrol and diesel.

Marabu is completely committed to environ-

ding to the manufacturer’s specifications)

In terms of carbon dioxide emissions, this

mental protection and the use of renewable

and CO2 emissions of only 120 g/km, it is

represents a reduction of about 18.5 metric

resources – from management right down to

the ideal, environmentally friendly fleet ve-

tonnes**.

every last employee.

hicle in our view.

Small improvement – big effect.
Reduced fuel consumption saves
thousands liters of fuel, and tons
of CO2.

Fleet emission categories according to European directive 715/2007/EC

Both our decision to buy fleet vehicles with

Employee Transportation

Exhaust and emission limits for passenger

new, fuel-efficient engines, and our em-

cars throughout Europe are defined by the

ployees’ prudent, environmentally friendly

Personal transport for employees is an inef-

Euro emission standard. Marabu employs

driving style are making a difference.

ficient use of resources, and has a negative

the latest technology and regularly upgrades

impact on climate change. For an interna-

the fleet – currently to meet the most strin-

tional company like Marabu, however, it is

gent Euro 6 standard, requiring very low

unavoidable: it is part of our core business.

emissions. By law, this standard does not

Marabu has introduced a range of initiatives

come into effect for new vehicles until Ja-

in this area to improve our performance.

nuary 2015. More than two-thirds of all our

Diesel Sprinter with
eco-friendly
BlueEFFICIENCY
feature.

EURO 5   83%

* Euro 6:
For diesel engines: nitric oxide
emissions: 80 mg/km
Fine particulate matter emissions:
4.5 mg/km
For petrol engines: nitric oxide
emissions: 60 mg/km
Fine particulate matter emissions:
4.5 mg/km
** Calculation based on data from
DEKRA Automobil GmbH

EURO 6   13%

EURO 4   4%

Average fuel consumption of Marabu fleet
8

l fuel/100 km
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2.5. Management, Staff and Administration

Eco-Friendly Office
At Marabu, an eco-friendly office is not just
about adding a few pot plants here and

Moreover, solid state drives do not require

there.

cooling, nor a motor to rotate the disks. This
accelerates data access and processing. It

Computers and Laptops

Paper and Postage

energy by shutting down their devices when
they take a break.

also means that the drive switches more
rapidly to idle mode, in which it consumes

 Contents

Conserving resources and using
renewable materials is a
company-wide goal implemented
by all employees, whether they
work in an office or at a Marabu
production plant.

For internal purposes, all our employees
print on 100 per cent recycled paper. This
paper has been recognised under the German Blue Angel scheme and the EU Ecolabel
initiative as an eco-friendly product.

In Germany, computers and telecommunica-

considerably less power. And because SSDs

tions equipment account for around 10 per

don’t have moving parts, they have a longer

cent of total electricity consumption*.

useful life and experience fewer outages.

office applications run on our desktop PCs.

who operates (as we do) according to ISO

In 2013, we will be updating all of our data

They even produce less waste than conven-

Against this background, Marabu has decid-

certified management systems 9001 and

processing resources in light of a green IT

tional HDDs.

ed to only purchase computers that have 80

14001. In addition, from 2010, we will be

Plus certification and meet the requirements

introducing FSC-certified (FSC Mix®) paper

of the new Energy Star 5.2 standard.

and envelopes for all correspondence with

strategy. Modern computer systems are not

We followed a rigorous selection process
in choosing the product’s manufacturer,

only easier to use; they give us the oppor-

To save energy and improve the efficiency

tunity to significantly reduce the amount of

of rechargeable batteries, Marabu has also

energy required in this area of our business.

introduced a brand-new processor archi-

These two standards ensure that energy is

This is backed by the credibility of the inter-

tecture. The power management system

distributed throughout the system as effi-

national, independent Forest Stewardship

Solid state drives (SSD) are among the

integrated into the chips can adapt power

ciently as possible – both at full load or in

Council (FSC).

new energy-efficient technologies to have

distribution dynamically, reducing overall

idle mode. The power supply controls the in-

Although paper is made from a renewable

emerged. They deliver far higher perfor-

consumption. This extends battery life by

coming power flows in accordance with load,

raw material, we aim to use as little of it as

mance than conventional hard disk drives

up to 50 per cent**, which means batteries

and no more than 10 per cent of the power

possible company-wide, as paper production

(HDD). Computers equipped with SSDs can

need to be recharged less frequently.

is lost as heat. Moreover, the PC housings

is an extremely resource-intensive process.

customers, brochures and other purposes.

contain at least 10 per cent recycled plastic.

be switched off for short periods, and booted
up again in seconds. This makes employ-

The green IT policies defined in our 2013

As a result of the “CO2 neutral Postage” pro-

ees more flexible and means they can save

environmental programme also apply to the

ject, which is part of our environmental programme for 2010, we are taking advantage
of existing opportunities to make sustainable
practices part of our daily business.

New energy-saving laptops
replace the old desktop-computers (on the right).

* 2010 Environmental Report
by the German Federal Ministry
for the Environment
** Rani N. Borkar, General
Manager of the Intel Architecture Group

Total paper consumption from 2005 - 2012
2,0

Paper consumption/year
in million sheets
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2.5. Management, Staff and Administration

Since October 2010, we have sent our entire

Ink and Toner Cartridges
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Hohenstange primary school can look forward to receiving a valuable, high-quality

letter post with “GoGreen” – the CO2-neutral service provided by our postal partner,

Marabu has a central box for collecting emp-

Deutsche Post DHL*. Carbon dioxid emis-

ty toner cartridges which cannot be sent

sions are going to be compensated in reaf-

to refill services for re-use. Because toner

forestation projects all over the world.

cartridges can generally be used multiple

reward in autumn 2013.

Canteen

times and shouldn’t simply be thrown away,

1 gram of fat is enough to contaminate

The request “Save paper – think before you

Marabu has decided to take part in the Sam-

1,000 litres of drinking water. To prevent

print” is attached to all our e-mails, appealing

meldrache.de collection initiative. Employ-

waste water containing fat from entering the

to readers to avoid printing unnecessarily.

ees can hand in anything from empty ink

groundwater, the waste water from our can-

cartridges used at home to outdated mobile

teen passes through a grease trap, before

phones.

being drained into the public sewer system.

Comparison chart
Resources used for the production of 500
sheets of office paper DIN A 4
Recycled
Paper

Fresh-fibre
Paper

Wood resources
2,8 kg Used Paper 7,5 kg Wood

The grease trap operates to the principle of
At Sammeldrache.de, these consumables

gravity, dividing 99 per cent of fats and oils

are exchanged for green tokens that can be

from used water.

redeemed to support various causes, such
as local schools. All of the tokens that Mar-

Marabu supports vegetarianism by offering

abu collects are given to the primary school

additional meal options without meat and

in Tamm Hohenstange. The school can ex-

fish.

change the tokens as it sees fit.

Energy
10,5 kWh

26,8 kWh

There are around 600 rewards to choose
from, all of which help children to learn

Water
51,1 l

about sports, creativity, biology and chemis130,2 l

Marabu is currently in 270th place, out of

CO2-Emission
2,2 kg

A simple act that makes a huge
difference:all the paper we use
is recycled.

try in a fun way.
more than 4,000 participating companies.

2,6 kg

By participating in a rewards system
for the collection of spent toner
cartridges, Marabu supports
Hohenstange primary school, setting
a valuable example for the next
generation.
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Efficient Use of Energy and Resources
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Tamm alone. The aim is not just to reduce

means that the associated processes such as

CO2 emissions, but also to increase the com-

grinding and filling raise electricity consump-

pany’s energy efficiency generally. In short,

tion per kilogram of ink. In contrast to bulk

to cut energy consumption continuously and

manufacturing, the machinery must also be

sustainably.

cleaned and reset more frequently during
production.

Marabu provides tailor-made
solutions, produced using only
CO2-neutral hydroelectricity.

companies, 60 per cent of the gross value

During the 2009 crisis, we switched to sin-

of output is attributable to the cost of input

gle-shift operations, which sharply reduced

Moreover, we needed to install additional

materials.

our electricity consumption. That same year,

electricity-consuming equipment, such as an

we implemented an array of energy-saving

air conditioning system.

Marabu has implemented a number of pro-

measures. We upgraded and improved the

jects to promote sustainable use of feed-

pressurised air system used in production,

Because we are a manufacturing compa-

stocks, utilities and other materials, as well

and optimised the factory lighting in our fin-

ny based in Germany, we have a key role

as energy, which are outlined below.

ished goods and order-picking warehouses.

We stopped using oil for heating our facility

in consuming resources responsibly and

Despite intermittently reverting to two shifts

in 1988. Since then, we have used a more

sustainably. Compared to other industrial

in the succeeding years, we were still able to

environmentally friendly fuel, gas, to pow-

cut our absolute electricity consumption.

er our highly efficient modern condensing

countries, Germany has relatively few nat-

Electricity

ural resources. That makes it essential that

Gas

boiler. With an efficiency of 90 - 95 per cent,

we consume resources efficiently, and avoid

Marabu opted for CO2-neutral electricity long

Another of our key metrics is the amount of

thanks to its ability to extract additional heat

waste.

before CO2 reduction and climate change

electricity consumed per kilogram of ink pro-

by condensing water vapour, and low-emis-

The area with the greatest potential for sav-

became hot topics. Since 2007, Marabu has

duced. Marabu provides custom, tailor-made

sion combustion, this move has a positive

ings is and will remain material and resource

exclusively used green electricity from re-

solutions, and increasingly manufactures

impact on our profitability and the environ-

consumption. On average, for manufacturing

newable resources. This cuts annual CO2

small batches of inks for specific custom-

ment.

emissions by an average of 1,520 tonnes in

er orders. Producing many small batches

Our energy supplier, Badenova, produces
all its electricity from hydropower.

Electricity consumption [GWh/year]

Electricity consumption [kWh] per kg of ink produced
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2.6. Efficient Use of Energy and Resources

The reduction in harmful emissions includes:
• approximately 39 per cent lower greenhouse-gas CO2 emissions
• 100 per cent elimination of SO2, which is
responsible for the creation of acid rain
• 66 per cent lower particulate emissions
(both fine and coarse), compared to the
conventional method of generating heat
from oil*.
Our mean annual gas consumption, an
equally important indicator for monitoring
environmental performance, has been a con-

returned to the peak level of 2006, which
is due to the success of our energy-saving
initiatives, including upgrading our administrative building to improve energy efficiency.
The long cold winters** of 2010 and 2012
are one factor explaining the increased consumption of gas per kilogram of ink in these

Our products’ carbon footprints
(PCF) are a key guage of our
environmental performance. Our
customers too, are taking a
stronger interest in this KPI.

more gas was required to heat our factories and other buildings. This was reflected
in our key environmental metric: gas consumption per kilogram of ink produced.

In 2009, the year of the economic crisis, gas
consumption was significantly lower, which
can be attributed to lower production capacity and single-shift operations. In succeeding
years, we returned to two-shift operation.
However, our gas consumption has never

** Statistical analysis by the German weather
forecasting service (DWD): heating was required for
272 days in 2010, 216 days in 2011, and 252 days
in 2012, due to temperatures below 15 degrees
Celsius. The heating season is regarded as beginning and ending when temperatures are below or
above 15 degrees Celsius for 5 consecutive days,
respectively.

but is also receiving more attention from our

abu, we use CO2 equivalents to provide an

customers.

such as the production, processing and
transportation of natural gas.

Product Carbon
Footprint [kg] per
kilogramm of ink
produced – impact of
switch to CO2 -neutral
green electricity

1,2
1,0

800

0,6

CO2-emission
per kg ink produced
using green electricity
and gas
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Condensing gas boiler

700

2,5

600

2,0

500
400

1,5

300

1,0

200

0,5
0,0

CO2-emission
per kg using conventional electricity and gas

0,8

0,0

3,0

son of the trend with and without eco-power

solely by heating with natural gas at Mar-

0,2

CO2 emissions [t/year]

of ink by around 64.2 per cent. A compari-

indicator for our environmental reporting,

0,4

Gas consumption [GWh/year]

reduced the carbon footprint of 1 kilogram

To calculate the CO2 emissions produced

house gases and all upstream processes,

report (2005-2009).

switched to green electricity (2007) we

product carbon footprint) is not just a key

5 years (2008-2012). This is 300,000 kWh
period covered by the 2010 environmental

ther emissions are created. In the year we

The carbon footprint of our products (PCF =

Carbon Footprint of our products

overall picture that includes other green* This estimate of the emissions from various
energy sources produced in generating thermal
energy is based on the Öko-Institut Freiburg’s
GEMIS database.

By using CO2-neutral eco-power, no fur-

demonstrates the enormous difference.

years. Colder outdoor temperatures meant

stant 2.5 million kWh per year for the last
less than the average consumption over the
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Environmental Performance

The Marabu Green Development
Index visualizes all our environmental KPIs – an at-a-glance
summary of our environmental
performance.

per cent). A 100 per cent reduction in CO2

Environmental commitment

emissions would be required to achieve the
maximum 10 points.

10

”Energy efficiency” indicates electricity

8

consumption in kilowatt hours per kilogram
of ink produced.

To gain visibility into all environmental indi-

The calculation of the ”Water” indicator is

cators and our environmental performance,

only based on the fresh water consumption.

Exhaust

6

Product Carbon
Footprint

4

Marabu calculates six key indicators and
records them in the Marabu Green Develop-

To make our our ”Waste” key indicator a

ment Index (MGDI). This enables the data

more accurate gauge of our performance,

to be represented in the form of an eco-

we compare the total waste generated with

grid, providing a clear overview in seconds.

the quantity of ink produced.

To calculate the key indicators, pre-defined

We do not differentiate between waste that

weightings are assigned to the various fac-

can be recycled and waste for which disposal

tors.

facilities are required.

”Environmental commitment” incorporates

The ”Exhaust” indicator is calculated from

all data relating to our ISO certifications,

exhaust gas measurements taken in ac-

voluntary commitments, and any complaints

cordance with air quality regulations. These

from government agencies and private indi-

figures are then multiplied by the operating

viduals.

hours and the mass flow of exhaust air.

The ”Product Carbon Footprint” expresses

Our records of the average figures for the

in figures all CO2-equivalent emissions by

last 5 years provide the statistical basis for

Marabu facilities due to the consumption of

accurate information about our environmen-

electricity and gas relative to the quantity of

tal performance in the reporting period.

ink produced. 2005 is the baseline year (100

2

Waste

Energy efficiency

Water

2012
Average
2008-2012
10 = Optimum
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Input/Output Analysis

Input

Output

Input comprises all materials received by the company in a year. With around 16,000 differ-

Output comprises all products and emissions produced by the company. Strict national and

ent printing ink formulas, a large variety of feedstocks are used. For the purpose of clarity,

international thresholds apply to these amounts, which are precisely measured and recorded

the raw materials have been combined into categories.

by Marabu. The table includes all types of emissions: gases, solids, fluids and noise.

2008

2009

2010

2011

2012

2008

2009

2010

2011

2012

Emissions - gaseous

Energy
Electricity

[kWh]

2.852.872

2.299.562

2.567.231

2.492.098

2.336.706

CO 2*

[t]

659,5

500,3

717,88

536,18

649,44

Natural gas

[kWh]

2.627.627

1.993.385

2.860.069

2.188.487

2.650.784

CO**

[t]

0,4

0,4

0,4

0,4

0,3

Total energy
consumption

[kWh]

5.480.499

4.292.947

5.427.300

4.680.585

4.987.490

NOx in the form of NO 2**
Total C***

[t]

0,6

0,6

0,7

0,7

0,6

[t]

0,7

0,7

1,0

1,0

0,8

Ink and distillation sludge

[t]

129,69

105,86

90,33

113,038

101,043

Waste from ink and varnish
removal / stripping

[t]

11,28

3,34

2,48

3,96

1,809

[t]

140,97

109,2

92,81

116,998

102,852

Toner cartridges

[t]

n.v

n.v

n.v

0,907

0,348

Mixed residual waste

[t]

32,10

31,30

35,924

30,051

38,427

Paper and cardboard

[t]

40,18

36,60

32,12

30,81

35,654

Wood and pallets

[t]

35,815

18,40

38,19

27,71

22,36

Scrap

[t]

44,84

36,20

40,80

35,90

36,70

Total amount of other waste

[t]

152,94

122,50

147,03

125,42

133,45

3165

4472

4713

4 845

5979

2.285,89

2.189,58

1.898,67

Materials

Emissions - solids

Fresh water

[m³]

Binders and
resins

3165

4472

4713

4 845

5979

[t]

686,5

514,10

692,70

650,41

590,61

Solvents

[t]

1501,7

1.240,38

1.594,16

1.424,89

1.373,92

Pigments

[t]

447,0

333,97

446,45

406,37

340,20

Filler

[t]

184,7

173,45

209,53

197,28

146,84

Total amount of
hazardous waste

Auxiliaries

[t]

125,0

105,32

127,54

119,43

110,43

Other waste

Bronzes and
glitter

[t]

15,0

10,56

16,30

15,94

12,99

Packaging
(both sites)

[pcs.]

2.883.474

n.a.

n.a.

n.a.

n.a.

n.a. =
*
=
** =
		
*** =
		
		
		

Figures not available.
only considered the need of gas for the production of thermal energy.
exact figures are not available, as this is measured every three years.
This figure is based on the latest measurement.
exact figures are not available, as this is measured every three years.
This figure is based on the latest measurement. Total C includes all carbons
including VOC, which are organic compounds in gas form (e.g. methane).
Source: guidelines published by VDI and DIN VDI 3481 Part 4.

Hazardous waste

Emissions – fluid
Waste water

[m³]

Emissions – noise
All thresholds prescribed in the TA-Lärm for mixed-use areas were met.
Products
Total

[t]

2.360,18

1.884,57
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Environmental Programme

Our annual environmental programme lists
all key milestones relating to environmental
activities for each of our sites.
We identify potential areas of improvement
using a relevance matrix, which is updated

No.

Associated process

Goal

Activity

Schedule

1.

1.09 Legal compliance and persuit of the legal regimes

Documentation of delegated
entrepreneurial duties, mainly in
production

Establish a register of rights and duties for each foreman

From
Q1/2013

2.

1.01 Company strategy/
company policy

IOS 14001:2009 certification of
Marabu China and USA

Develop guideline for the entire
Q3/2013 In correlation
Marabu Group on the specific requirewith dot 3
ments that ISO certified facilities
need to meet, conduct audits and
training on site

1

3.

1.01 Company strategy/
company policy

Introduce a binding global Marabu Management Handbook describing facility-specific environmental processes

Purchase a new MM handbook from
ConSense for Marabu Group

From
Consense IMSQ1/2013 Enterprise

1

4.

1.01 Company strategy/
company policy

2013 Environmental Report

New edition of the Environmental
Report

Q2/2013

1

5.

5.01 IT resource Provisioning

Green IT

Take environmental impacts such
as power consumption into account
when purchasing new computers and
monitors

6.

5.09 Build/convert and maintain
buildings

Refurbish and extend the facility
in Tamm

Reduce energy costs for heating and
cooling the building

From
Q4/2013

0

7.

4.02 Procurement of raw materi- Select suppliers in accordance
als/auxiliaries and supplies
with sustainability criteria

Develop a list of questions for suppliers relating to their compliance with
environmental and safety standards

Q3/2013

0

8.

2.01 K and 2.03 D
Product management

Apply for eco-certification for
selected inks

- Select the potential certification
- Check ingredients against the
certification regulations
- Investigate the costs
- Where relevant, submit an
application

From
Digital:
Q1/2013 Maquajet DA-E

1

9.

2.04 Development of new
products D

Develop a water-soluble auxiliary

Draft an application for funding from
the German Environmental Foundation (Deutsche Umweltstiftung)

Q1/2013

0

10.

2.03 ff. Product management,
printing inks

Replace solvents with water in
production

Develop and market water-based inks 2013 ff.
for digital printing

every year – and which forms a basis for
these activities. We set deadlines and assign
responsibilities to ensure that all relevant
employees involved have a document that
provides concrete targets and goals.

Bemerkungen

Status
1

e.g. Purchasing of
equipment with
accolades like
“energy star”

Carry over
from 2012

1

1

0 = not started, 1 = in progress, 2 = don
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Memberships of Associations | Partners  Contents

Awards and
Membership of Associations

Our Partners – For First-Class,
Eco-Friendly Products
For Marabu, forming partnerships is pivotal

vations. There is a little bit of partnership

to ensuring that our products truly reflect

in each Marabu product. And our “environ-

customer demand. Partnerships also allow

ment” is among the most important.

us to implement shared visions and inno-
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List of Acronyms

Published by:

w

Per cent

km

Kilometre

°C

Degrees Celsius

kWh

Kilowatt hour

AG

Public limited company

l

Litre

BImSchV

German Federal Ordinance on
Waste Incineration and
Co-Incineration

LED

light-emitting diode

m²

Square metre

CFC

Chlorofluorocarbon

m³

Cubic metre

Chrome V /
III

Pronounced: Chrome Six /
Three

MMH

Marabu management handbook

MVP

CO2
DIN

Carbon dioxide

Marabu continuous improvement
process

OHSAS

Occupational Health and Safety
Assessment Series

EG

European Community

PCB

Polychlorinated Biphenyl

EN

European Norm

PCF

product carbon footprint

ERP

Enterprise Resource
Planning

PCP

Pentachlorophenol

EuPIA

The European
Printing Ink Association

PVC

Polyvinylchloride

RoHS

FSC

Forest Stewardship Council

Restriction of Hazardous
Substances

g

Gram

Sulphur dioxide

GEBR

German recycling
services provider

SO2
t
tkm

Tonne kilometre

GmbH & Co. Limited partnership
KG

UV

ultraviolet light, with a wavelength
between 100 nm and 400 nm

h

Hour

UVGCC

HF

Halogen-free

UV curable glass inks in accordance
with the cradle-to-cradle-principle

ISO

International Organisation
for Standardisation

VbF

German Ordinance on Flammable
Liquids

kg

Kilogram

VOC

Volatile Organic Compounds

German Institute for
Standardization

Tonne
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